Resisting the trend toward cheaper production methods using foam panels and plastic trees, County saddles continue to be painstakingly handmade on our laminated beechwood trees, covered in the world’s finest leather, and flocked with pure wool to maximize your horses’ comfort and fit. As one of the few saddlery companies in the world which actually make their own trees, County sets the industry standard in design for the rider and comfort for your horse.

Our traditional methods take longer and require a higher degree of craftsmanship, but once you sit in a County, we know you will agree that the results are clearly worth it. Although we custom make saddles for many of the world’s leading riders, our commitment to quality and detail is reflected in every saddle we make, including the one we have made for you.
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President
Warranty
Lifetime warranty on all County® trees even against accidental damage for parts only, labor and shipping not included. 5 year unconditional warranty on County trees under normal use and conditions as determined by manufacturer, parts and labor included, shipping not included. Two year warranty against defects in all materials and craftsmanship leading to failure of the product to perform. Additional 2 year warranty for materials and parts only; labour and shipping not included. County has, at it’s sole discretion, the option to repair defects or to replace the saddle. All other claims must be reported within 15 days of receipt of product. Shipping costs to and from factory for repairs, not included. To insure quality, all repairs must be authorized by County Saddlery, Inc. and performed at our factory or by a saddler/repair person approved by County Saddlery, Inc. All warranties for new and used/demo saddles are calculated from the dates the saddle was made as determined by the serial number.

Care and Cleaning
Dampness, dirt and extreme dryness are leathers worst enemies. Clean saddles actually ride better. After each use, wipe all surfaces clean with a slightly dampened sponge and glycerine soap. Then wipe completely dry and store in a cool, dry place. If preferred, lightly oil light coloured saddles before use to darken to preferred colour. Oil should be allowed to dry completely before another coat is added. Oil or condition leather as needed to prevent excessive dryness. Never saturate leather with oil or any leather care product. Products with ingredients similar to those occurring naturally in leather, such as fat and tallow, are generally preferred. Petroleum based products are not recommended. To avoid abrasion, wipe inside of boots before mounting. To supple flaps and reduce break in time, roll them them tightly inward and manipulate as you unroll it.

Warning: The billets and stitching attaching them on this saddle, should be checked on a regular basis for any undue wear. This is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT for the safety of the rider.

Horse activities are inherently dangerous. The manufacturers, distributors and sellers will not accept any responsibilities for injury, death, lameness or illness resulting from the use or misuse of these products.